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Abstract: Existing extensions to Yager’s ordered weighted averaging (OWA) operators enlarge the 
application range and to encompass more principles and properties related to OWA aggregation. 
However, these extensions do not provide a strict and convenient way to model evaluation scenarios 
with complex or grouped preferences. Based on earlier studies and recent evolutionary changes in 
OWA operators, we propose formulation paradigms for induced OWA aggregation (FPIOWA) and a 
related weight function with self-contained properties that make it possible to model such complex 
preferences-involved evaluation problems in a systematic way. The new formulations have some 
recursive forms that provide more ways to apply OWA aggregation and deserve further study from 
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a mathematical perspective. In addition, the new proposal generalizes almost all of the 
well-known extensions to the original OWA operators. We provide an example showing the 
representative use of such paradigms in decision making and evaluation problems. 
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Aggregation operators (also known as aggregation functions) [3] are important and 
fundamental tools in a variety of areas, including information fusion, granular computing, and 
decision making and evaluation [2, 5, 11, 13, 16, 19, 20]. For satisfactory aggregation of the 
information granules, decision makers tend to select aggregation operators involving preferences 
to carry out the aggregation process. Yager introduced the ordered weighted averaging (OWA) 
aggregation method that effectively and flexibly embodies most bipolar preferences (e.g., 
optimism/pessimism preference) [25]. OWA has experienced burgeoning further research and 
development over the following three decades. 
Scholars have developed extended variants of OWA aggregation, such as induced ordered 
weighted averaging (IOWA) aggregation [28, 29] and weighted ordered weighted averaging 
(WOWA) aggregation [24]. Furthermore, many methods for generating weights have appeared, 
including RIM-based weights generation [12, 21, 26] and optimization-based weight generation 
[18, 22], further providing the feasibility of OWA aggregation for more applications. Scholars 
have also proposed several generalized mathematical expressions of OWA aggregation [1, 17]. 
Researchers have separately extended OWA aggregation to work in particular environments with 
inputs that are non-real numbers [9, 10, 14]. Other recent OWA aggregation developments include 
the significant Crescent Method [7] and the Stancu OWA Operator [23]. With the continuous 
theoretical innovations, widespread application of OWA aggregation techniques has been 
witnessed in recent years [4, 13, 15, 27, 30]. 
When the bipolar preferences of interest are no longer simple but instead involve other 
information attached to the given input information, we no longer use the inputs themselves, and 
OWA operators do not work. This is what led to Yager’s IOWA method, which uses a set of 
attached inductive information to serve as a new indicator for directing the weights allocation and 
aggregation process [28, 29]. Similar to OWA aggregation, IOWA aggregation still allocates 
different weights to every input, not by themselves, but according to the induction information. 
IOWA aggregation is a generalization of OWA aggregation, degenerating when the induction 
information is just the input information itself. 
 However, for a long period of time, researchers and practitioners have frequently neglected 
the fact that the tied values appeared in the induction information may cause different aggregation 
results. As an extreme case, for constant induction information (i.e., a function) such as ( )t i c  
for all concerned i , the weights allocation actually can be arbitrarily chosen. In other words, if 
the involved induction function is not injective, we must consider all possible tied situations and 
carefully perform the aggregation with supplementary instructions. A more serious problem lies in 
there being, as yet, no formulations that can be directly and explicitly used to address those 
 
 
verbally expressed instructions to carry out the desired induced aggregations. 
Therefore, it is necessary to find some neat math forms to make induced aggregations easy, 
clear, and strict. With additional techniques, some recent works have discussed possible ways to 
address those problems from different angles. For example, Jin et al. analyzed a type of dynamic 
weights allocation for OWA [10]. Jin et al also proposed a type of paradigm to attempt to integrate 
IOWA aggregation processes [6, 8]. However, these models are not self-contained, and thus, 
require more steps to perform IOWA aggregation. 
Our research embraces some of the merits and advantages of earlier work to present a 
systematic, self-contained formulation paradigm to address the above-mentioned problems to 
obtain a formula for performing IOWA aggregation with different types once and for all. Our 
method is appealing because its self-contained design provides nested induction structures for 
successfully modeling those applications with preference information and complex induction 
information structures that are otherwise too complex to be formulated or well-expressed. 
The remainder of this study is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some necessary 
concepts of OWA aggregation using new formulation forms. Section 3 proposes the formulation 
paradigms for IOWA aggregation and the formulation paradigms for the IOWA operator along 
with some analyses on related properties and recursive forms. Section 4 offers an illustrative 
example using earlier proposals for decision support, further embodying the advantage and 
potential of the proposed models. Section 5 concludes our work. 
 
2 Some new formulations for different extensions of OWA operators 
 
In this section, we review and rephrase existing concepts and propose some new concepts 
and definitions for extending OWA operators along with some new formulations to form the main 
paradigms in this study. 
We begin by introducing some frequently used terms for convenience, without loss of 
generality: 
<1> any input data of dimension n to be aggregated is always represented as an input 
function of dimension n, :{1,..., } [0,1]x n   ( 1n  ); 
<2> the space of all input functions of dimension n is denoted by n  ; 
<3> the (normalized) weights of dimension n considered in any possible scenario are 








<4> the space of all weight functions of dimension n is denoted by n  ; and 
<5> ( )card   represents the cardinality of any finite set. 
 
Definition 1 [25] An OWA operator with weight w ( nw   ), : [0,1]nwOWA
   , is defined as  
1
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
n
w i
OWA x w i x i

  ,            (1) 
where :{1,..., } {1,..., }n n   is any appropriate permutation such that ( ( )) ( ( ))x i x j   whenever 
i j . 
 
To compare with the OWA operator, we also review the well-known weighted averaging (WA) 
 
 
operator using a consistent expression as follows. 
 
Definition 2 The WA operator with weight w ( nw   ), : [0,1]nwWA
   , is defined as follows:  
1
( ) ( ) ( )
n
w i
WA x w i x i

  .              (2) 
 
Recently, Jin et al. proposed using the WA operator to express the OWA operator with weight w 
( nw   ) [6]. Next, we use an equivalent form to illustrate this expression, wherein some 
formulations devised are more relevant to the discussions in this study. 
 
Definition 3 (WA expression for OWA operators) The WA expression of an OWA operator with weight 
w ( nw   ) is defined as the WA operator with weight v  ( nv   ): 
1
( ) ( ) ( )
n
w i
WA x v i x i

  ,              (3) 
where v satisfies 
( ( ))
1 ( ( )) 1
1 ( ) ( )
( )
( ( )) ( ( ))
card U i n
j n card L i
w j w j
v i






,          (4) 
















It is easy to verify that with the same weight function w, the expression in Definition 3 returns the 
same result obtained in Eq. (1). 
Yager also introduced an ingenious and easy working method to generate weight function that can 
be used in OWA aggregation. 
 
Definition 4 [26] A function :[0,1] [0,1]Q   is called a regular increasing monotone (RIM) 
quantifier if Q satisfies (0) 0Q  , (1) 1Q  , and ( ) ( )Q a Q b  whenever a b . We also denote the 
space of all RIM quantifiers by . 
 
The orness of any RIM quantifier Q is defined as : [0,1]orness   such that 
1
0
( ) 1 ( )orness Q Q y dy    [26] (recall that a monotonic function on [0,1] is necessarily integrable), 
generally indicating the extent of the related optimistic attitude of the decision makers. 
 
Definition 5 [26] With a RIM quantifier Q , a weight function ; ( )Q n nw    is called the 
Q-generated OWA weight function if it satisfies for all {1,..., }i n , 
   ; ( ) / ( 1) /Q nw i Q i n Q i n     .            (5) 







  when 
 
 
(( 1) / , / ]y i n i n   ( 1,...,i n ), where w  is a weight function, then the Q-generated OWA weight 
function ;Q nw   is identical with w. Therefore, we can regard Q-generated OWA weight functions 
as exact alternative expressions to OWA weight functions. 
 
Torra [24] introduced weighted OWA (WOWA) operators with a related weight generation 
method, further generalizing and extending the uses of OWA operators. In his original proposal, he 
obtained the RIM quantifier using a special interpolation method. We equivalently review the 
weights generation method in a consistent way. 
 
Definition 6 [24] (The weight generation method of the weighted OWA operator) Let s  
( ns   ) be a predetermined weight function called the second preference. Then, with a RIM 
quantifier Q ( Q ), a weight function ; ;Q s nw   ( ; ; ( )Q s n nw   ) is called the Q-s-generated 
OWA weight function if it satisfies for all {1,..., }i n , 
   1; ; 1 1( ) ( ) ( )
i iQ s n
k k
w i Q s k Q s k
 
 










Remark 1 We note that the weight function generated in Definition 6 works for the WOWA 
aggregation only when the input function x  is monotonically non-increasing. Later discussions 
will cover the situations where the input function x  is a function that may not be non-increasing. 
 
We note also that the weight function generated by Eq. (6) depends on two facts of preference. 
One is the given RIM quantifier Q, and the other is s . Clearly, the weight generated by Eq. (6) 
further generalizes the weight generated by Eq. (5), and the degeneration from Eq. (6) to Eq. (5) 
takes place when s  satisfies ( ) 1/s i n  for all {1,..., }i n . Further, when ( )Q y y  for any 
[0,1]y , we obtain ; ;Q s nw s   . 
 
In OWA aggregation, once a weight function is given, its weight reallocation exactly depends 
upon the input function x. In decision making practices, we often need other rules to direct the 
weight reallocations rather than x alone. Therefore, Yager proposed the IOWA operators to address 
this problem [28, 29]. For an inducing function of dimension n, :{1,..., } [0,1]t n  , an IOWA 
operator with w ( nw   ), : [0,1]nwIOWA
   , is defined as  
1
( ) ( ) ( ( ))
n
w i
IOWA x w i x i

  ,            (7) 
where :{1,..., } {1,..., }n n   is any appropriate permutation such that ( ( )) ( ( ))t i t j   
whenever i j . However, this original definition has not distinguished the possible situations 
where t is not injective. In addition, we denote the space of all such inducing functions of 
dimension n as n   in this work. 
 
As a generalization to Definition 3, we present the WA expression for IOWA operators 
 
 
without introducing any permutation notations. The expression automatically distinguishes all the 
possible situations where the involved inducing functions t need not be injective. 
 
Definition 7 (WA expression for IOWA operators) The WA expression of an IOWA operator with 
weight w ( nw   ) and inducing function t ( nt   ) is defined as a WA operator with v  
( nv   ): 
1
( ) ( ) ( )
n
w i
WA x v i x i

  ,              (8) 
where v satisfies 
( ( ))
1 ( ( )) 1
1 ( ) ( )
( )
( ( )) ( ( ))
card U i n
j n card L i
w j w j
v i






,          (9) 
















3 Formulation Paradigms for Induced OWA aggregation 
 
Based on the discussions in Section 2, we now propose the formulation paradigms for 
induced OWA aggregation taking the two types of preferences, the given RIM quantifier Q and the 
second preference s  as in Definition 6 into account. 
 
Definition 8 (Formulation Paradigms for induced OWA aggregation) Given any RIM quantifier Q 
( Q ) and any second preference s  ( ns   ), along with any inducing function t ( nt   ), 
we define the formulation paradigm for induced OWA aggregation (formulation paradigm for 
short) with Q, s and t, as a mapping : n n nFP          such that 
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( , , )( ) 1 ( ) ( )
( ) j U i j L i
j E i
s i
FP s Q t i Q s j Q s j
s j  

    
      
     
 

 (when ( ) 0s i  ) 
and 
( , , )( ) 0FP s Q t i   (when ( ) 0s i  ),            (10) 







Remark 2 We note that ( , , )FP s Q t  is a weight function and that if ( , , )FP s Q t v , then 













 . Regardless of 




The next example illustrates Definition 8 by dissecting the computation of the formulation 
paradigm into several details. 
 
Example 1 Suppose a RIM quantifier Q is given by 2( )Q y y  with ( ) 2 / 3orness Q  , a second 
preference s  ( 4s   ) determined by ( (1), (2), (3), (4)) (0.3,0.1,0.4,0.2)s s s s s  , and an 
inducing function t ( 4t   ) offered with ( (1), (2), (3), (4)) (0.8,0.8,0.5,1)t t t t t  . Since 
(1) { | ( ) (1)} {4}U k t k t   , (1) { | ( ) (1)} {3}L k t k t   , and (1) { | ( ) (1)} {1,2}E k t k t   , then 
  2
(1)
1 ( ) 1 (4) (0.8) (0.8) 0.64
j U
Q s j Q s Q

 





( ) (3) (0.4) (0.4) 0.16
j L
Q s j Q s Q

 
    
 
 , and 
(1)
( ) (1) (2) 0.3 0.1 0.4
j E
s j s s






( , , )(1) 1 ( ) ( ) 0.64 0.16 0.36
( ) 0.4j U j L
j E
s
FP s Q t Q s j Q s j
s j  

    
         




Similarly, since (2) { | ( ) (2)} {4}U k t k t   , (2) { | ( ) (2)} {3}L k t k t   , and 
(2) { | ( ) (2)} {1,2}E k t k t   , then  
(2)
1 ( ) 1 (4) 0.64
j U
Q s j Q s

 





( ) (3) 0.16
j L





 , and 
(2)
( ) (1) (2) 0.4
j E
s j s s






( , , )(2) 1 ( ) ( ) 0.64 0.16 0.12
( ) 0.4j U j L
j E
s
FP s Q t Q s j Q s j
s j  

    
         




Next, since (3) { | ( ) (3)} {1,2,4}U k t k t   , (3) { | ( ) (3)}L k t k t   , and 
(3) { | ( ) (3)} {3}E k t k t   , then 
  2
(3)
1 ( ) 1 (1) (2) (4) (0.4) (0.4) 0.16
j U
Q s j Q s s s Q

 




( ) ( ) (0) 0
j L j
Q s j Q s j Q
 
   
     
   
  , and 
(3)









( , , )(3) 1 ( ) ( ) 0.16 0 0.16
( ) 0.4j U j L
j E
s
FP s Q t Q s j Q s j
s j  

    
         




Finally, since (4) { | ( ) (4)}U k t k t   , (4) { | ( ) (4)} {1,2,3}L k t k t   , and 
(4) { | ( ) (4)} {4}E k t k t   , then 
(4)
1 ( ) 1 ( ) (1 0) 1
j U j
Q s j Q s j Q
 
   
        
   





( ) (1) (2) (3) (0.8) (0.8) 0.64
j L
Q s j Q s s s Q

 
      
 
 , and 
(4)









( , , )(4) 1 ( ) ( ) 1 0.64 0.36
( ) 0.2j U j L
j E
s
FP s Q t Q s j Q s j
s j  

    
         







( , , ) ( , , )( ) (0.36,0.12,0.16,0.36)
i
FP s Q t FP s Q t i

  .    □ 
 
Remark 3 We note the importance and appeal of our model in having the desired nested form for 
providing a convenient way to express and model the situation where several preferences and 
inducing functions arise. For example, 
  1 1 2 2 3 3( , , ), , , ,FP FP FP s Q t Q t Q t             (11) 
conveniently considers one second preference s, three RIM quantifiers, 
1Q , 2Q  and 3Q , 
and three inducing functions, 
1t , 2t  and 3t . (Note that both 1 1( , , )FP s Q t  and 
 1 1 2 2( , , ), ,FP FP s Q t Q t  result in second preferences.) Furthermore, consider the recursive form 
( ) ( 1)
1 1( , , )
m m
m mv FP v Q t

   (with 
(1)v s )  2m  .         (12) 
The recursive form in Eq. (12) involves one second preference s, m RIM quantifiers, and m 
inducing functions. When 3m  , it is easy to see that Eq. (12) becomes Eq. (11). This set of 
nested expressions makes it easy for practitioners to carry out some possible programming and 
model some real decision making problems that are otherwise complex and confusing in their 
formulation and expression. 
 
Remark 4 In Eq. (12), it is easy to check that if (1)v s  satisfies that there exists {1,..., }i n  
such that (1) ( ) 1v i  , then we have ( ) (1)kv v s   for all {1,..., }k m . In addition, some extreme 
cases for 
mQ  (e.g., ( ) 0mQ x   when [0,1)x ) may also lead to some undesirable results in 
preference involved decision making. However, once (1)v s  satisfies (1) ( ) 0v i   for all 
{1,..., }i n  and kQ  ( {1,..., }k m ) are all strictly monotonic, we have 
( ) ( ) 0kv i   for all 
{2,..., }k m . Although such supposition may be favorable in preference-involved decision making, 
very often it is the decision makers’ right to select to use any (1)v s  and 
kQ  ( {1,..., }k m ). 
 
Remark 5 In preference-involved decision making, when ( , , )FP s Q t v  is obtained, a decision 
maker might question whether v is desirable and acceptable or not. If not, as when s and Q are 
extreme cases as discussed in Remark 4, then the decision maker may partly think the RIM 
quantifier Q is correctly selected to represent his or her preference. The decision maker might then 
make a simple adjustment to the desired weight function (1 )v v s     , where [0,1]  
 
 
represents the preference for v. Repeating such adjustments yields the following recursive 
formulation to model the combined changes: 
( ) ( 1) ( 1)
1 1 1 1( , , ) (1 )
m m m
m m m mv FP v Q t v 
 
         (with 
(1)v s )  2m  .    (13) 
The use of formulation paradigms provides the possibility of modeling decision making and 
evaluation scenarios involving bundles of intricate and complex preferences. 
 
Definition 9 (Formulation Paradigms for the Induced OWA operator) The formulation paradigms 
for the induced OWA (FPIOWA) operator for input function nx    under the RIM quantifier Q 
( Q ), the second preference s  ( ns   ), and the inducing function t ( nt   ), 
: [0,1]n nFPIOWA      , is defined by 
 
1
( , ( , , )) ( , , )( ) ( )
n
i
FPIOWA x FP s Q t FP s Q t i x i

  ,         (14) 
where ( , , )FP s Q t  is the formulation paradigm with Q, s, and t. 
 
Remark 6 The FPIOWA operator degenerates to other OWA operator extensions in some case. 
Considering Eq. (14) and the FPIOWA operator: 
(i) when s  satisfies ( ) 1/s i n  for all {1,..., }i n , the FPIOWA operator degenerates into 
the induced OWA operator under Q and t; 
(ii) when Q  satisfies ( )Q y y  ( [0,1]y ), the FPIOWA operator degenerates into the WA 
operator under s (irrespective of t); and 
(iii) when t x , the FPIOWA operator degenerates into the WOWA operator. 
 
4 An illustrative example of the formulation paradigm in decision making and evaluation 
 
Evaluation theories and methods are underpinnings of subsequent decisions. In evaluation 
problems such as project evaluation, subjectivities and preferences often occur in the evaluation 
process, with decision makers noticing or not noticing them. Actually, such subjectivities and 
preferences embody the long time experiences and special intuitions of decision makers and 
experts in the related problems. Automated decision making and evaluation schemes and models 
clearly provide useful references and suggestions to decision makers, especially when the decision 
making and evaluation resources are scarce, for example, with insufficient information, self-doubt, 
or lack of time. We now present a preference involved decision aiding model for project 
evaluation using the FPIOWA operator. 
We suppose a company needs to select one project from r  ( 2r  ) alternatives to carry out. 
Choosing from those alternatives depends on the assessments and evaluations provided by a group 
of n  ( 2n  ) experts, who differ with each other on the following two aspects: (i) the degrees of 
“esteem and experience” represented by an inducing function 
1t  and (ii) the extent of conflict of 
interest in the project selection represented by an inducing function 
2t  (larger 2 ( )t i  values mean 
the expert has less conflict of interest in the selection). We assume a decision maker has personal 
preferences for each of the alternatives. Further, this person thinks that a desirable decision aiding 
model should consider, in decreasing order of importance, the “esteem and experience” factor 
 
 
under the preference embodied by RIM quantifier 
1Q , the “interest conflict” factor under the 
preference embodied by RIM quantifier 
2Q , and his or her own optimism/pessimism preferences 
to the alternatives with different RIM quantifiers 3 _ jQ  ( {1,..., }j r ). In addition, jx  (
n
jx
  , 
{1,..., }j r ) is the evaluation function for project j where ( )jx i  indicates the single evaluation 
for project j provided by expert i. 
We can then express the resulting decision aiding model quite explicitly and easily using the 
FPIOWA operator, obtaining the final r evaluations jE  ( {1,..., }j r ) for all the alternatives as  
   1 1 2 2 3_, ( , , ), , , ,j j j jE FPIOWA x FP FP FP s Q t Q t Q x   ( {1,..., }j r ),   (15) 
where s  satisfies ( ) 1/s i n  for all {1,..., }i n , showing there is no distinction about the 
relative importance among n experts. 
Hence, with the provided information, our method helps decision makers select a better option 
from all the alternatives. 
 
We now present a simple numerical example in detail, with the following preconditions. 
(i) The choices for the company include 2r   projects, project 1 and project 2. 
(ii) The company invited 3n   experts to provide assessments and counsel. The “esteem 
and experience” levels for these three experts are expressed by an inducing function 
1 1 1 1( (1), (2), (3)) (0.7,1,0.8)t t t t  . The extent of the conflict of interest  around the project 
selection are represented by another inducing function 
2 (1,0.9,0.5)t   (with larger 2 ( )t i  
indicating less conflict of interest in the project selection). 
(iii) The decision maker has an “esteem and experience” preference embodied by a RIM 
quantifier 
1Q  with 
3
1( )Q y y  whose 1( ) 3 / 4orness Q   indicates a relatively strong preference 
for this type. That is, the decision maker preferred that more weight should be assigned to the 
expert with higher “esteem and experience”, and this type of preference is relatively strong. This 
person also has the “interest conflict” preference embodied by a RIM quantifier 
2Q  with 
2
1( )Q y y  whose 2( ) 2 / 3orness Q   indicates a moderate preference for this type. That is, the 
decision maker preferred that more weight should be assigned to the expert with a lower conflict 
of interest with the assessment, and the strength of this type of preference is moderate. The 
decision maker has different optimism/pessimism preferences for the two alternatives, 3 _1Q  with 
3 _1( )Q y y  for project 1 and 3 _ 2Q  with 
2
3_ 2 ( )Q y y  for project 2, respectively. Note that 
3_1( ) 1/ 2orness Q   tells us there is neither optimism nor pessimism for project 1, and 
3 _ 2( ) 2 / 3orness Q   reveals three is moderate optimism for project 2. 
(iv) The input function 
1 (0.5,0.8,0.6)x   is the evaluation function for project 1 for those 
three experts. Similarly, the input function 
2 (0.9,0.6,0.4)x   is the evaluation function for project 
 
 
2 for the same three experts. 
Next, calculating Eq. (15) with the FPIOWA operator needs some intermediate computations 
done in nested succession outward. 
The computations for 
1E  are: 
1 1( , , ) (1/ 27,19 / 27,7 / 27) (0.037,0.704,0.259)FP s Q t   ; 
 1 1 2 2( , , ), , (0.073,0.860,0.067)FP FP s Q t Q t  ; 
and 
  1 1 2 2 3_1 1( , , ), , , , (0.067,0.860,0.073)FP FP FP s Q t Q t Q x  ; 
resulting in 
   1 1 1 1 2 2 3_1 1, ( , , ), , , ,E FPIOWA x FP FP FP s Q t Q t Q x  
(0.067)(0.5) (0.860)(0.8) (0.073)(0.6) 0.7653    . 
Computing 
2E  needs the two innermost computations obtained above: 
  1 1 2 2 3_ 2 2( , , ), , , , (0.140,0.856,0.004)FP FP FP s Q t Q t Q x  . 
The result is 
   2 2 1 1 2 2 3_ 2 2, ( , , ), , , ,E FPIOWA x FP FP FP s Q t Q t Q x  
(0.140)(0.9) (0.856)(0.6) (0.004)(0.4) 0.6412    . 
Consequently, even though projects 1 and 2 have the same total evaluation value of 1.9, after 
considering the different preferences consciously and recursively, our method provides counsel 
that project 1 (scored as 




Traditional OWA aggregation based on Yager’s OWA operator is proven to be powerful and 
flexible in applications. Extensions provide applicability in more areas. When there are many 
preferences involved in some complex problems, modeling the problems becomes very hard and 
may cause confusing presentations. Against this background, our proposed formulation paradigms 
for induced OWA aggregation systematically provide some new ways to understand IOWA 
aggregation. Our effort, related IOWA operators called the formulation paradigms for induced 
OWA (FPIOWA) operators, returns a normalized weight function ( , , )FP s Q t , from which any 
IOWA operator can be expressed and performed more clearly. Apart from their mathematical 
neatness and strictness, FPIOWA operators feature the following advantages: 
(i) Their specially structured paradigms allow some recursive forms to be well expressed, 
offering alternative ways to model otherwise complex and tangled problems.   
(ii) The recursive forms and additional decision problems we have discussed may further 
motivate a deeper study and application of this type of structure. 
(iii) FPIOWA operators are able to generalize almost all the well-known extensions of OWA 
operators by specifying some of the parameters. 
(iv) FPIOWA operators require no permutation notations, unlike most IOWA operators . the 
resulting WA operators exactly express all involved information, and the aggregation processes 
 
 
can be practically carried out by only one paradigm. 
Moreover, the formulation paradigm ( , , )FP s Q t  can be further adapted and extended to 
accommodate particular or changing situations. For example, when the inducing functions become 
more complex forms such as multi-inducing functions or inducing sequences, then we may adjust 
and even devise new inducing mechanisms while still using the same paradigms, retaining the 
advantages and conveniences of our formulation paradigm. 
In addition, our illustrative example using FPIOWA for decision making and evaluation 
illustrates its detailed use and advantages to practitioners. 
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